SS-20 RGD-II (New Bus) First pickup time 6.35 a.m.

UP VIA: RGD-II to R/T to R/T Kishan Ghat Rd up to Raj Ghat Crossing Delhi Gate L/T Bahdur Shah Jafar Marg ITO Red Light R/T Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Marg up to (1st Picking point) Central Govt. Officers Qtrs. Straight up to Minto Rd. L/t C.P. Circle to L/T Barakhamba Rd. up to Mandi House Circle R/T Firoz Shah Rd. L/T K.G Marg up to India Gate circle L/T Shah Jahan Road up to Circle L/T APJ Abdul Kalam Marg up to Circle L/T Panchsheel Marg Straight up to L/T Shanti Path up to R/T Satya Marg Straight up to T Point R/T to L/T Jesus Mary Marg L/T Dr. R. Krishanan Marg L/T Sanskriti School.

DOWN VIA: Sanskriti School Dr. Radha Krishanan Marg R/T Sain Martin Road R/T Jesus & Mary Marg Straight up to R/t to L/T Satya Marg up to L/T Shanti Path Circle to R/T Panchsheel Marg Straight L/T Race Course Rd. up to Circle APJ Abdul Kalam Rd. Straight up to Circle L/T Shah Jahan Road UPSC L/T India Gate Circle L/T K.G Marg up to Hostel, L/T Pd. Ravi Shankar Shukla Marg up to L/T Srimant Madhav Rao Scindia Marg Straight up to L/T Copernix Marg up to Mandi House Circle L/T Barakhamba Rd. R/T Ranjit Singh Rd up to Red Light L/T Meer Dard Marg Straight up to L/T up to L/T D.Dayal Upadhyaya Marg Central Govt. Qtrs. Gate up to L/T to T Point R/T to L/T Bahadurshah Jafar Marg R/T J.L.N. Marg Kishan Ghat Rad. L/T up to Rajghat –II